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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel voice conversion method using
model-based speech synthesis that can be used for some ap-
plications where prior knowledge or training data is not avail-
able from the source speaker. In the proposed method, train-
ing data from a target speaker is used to build a GMM-based
speech model and voice conversion is then performed for each
utterance from the source speaker according to the pre-trained
target speaker model. To reduce the mismatch between source
and target speakers, online model adaptation is proposed to im-
prove model selection accuracy, based on maximum likelihood
linear regression (MLLR). Objective and subjective evaluations
suggest that the proposed methods are quite effective in generat-
ing acceptable voice quality for voice conversion even without
training data from source speakers.
Index Terms: voice conversion, HMM-based speech synthesis,
GMM, model adaptation

1. Introduction
Voice conversion (VC) is a technique in which a source
speaker’s voice characteristics are modified to those of a tar-
get speaker. Conventional VC methods generally rely on sev-
eral types of talker transformation, e.g., vocal tract length nor-
malization (VTLN) [6], continuous probabilistic transform [7],
and multiple linear transformations [10]. Normally, training
data is collected from both target and source speakers to jointly
train VC transformations and models, e.g., k-means clustering
[6], codebook based mapping [1] and Gaussian mixture model
(GMM) modeling [10, 4]. Some training methods even re-
quire that the target and source speakers produce the same sen-
tences (i.e., parallel data), allowing the transformation or map-
ping functions to be estimated by aligning the parallel data.

However, in many VC applications, it may be impractical
or difficult to collect training data from both target and source
speakers. In the present work, we study voice conversion for
some application scenarios where we can only collect training
data from target speakers but we cannot access any training data
or any prior knowledge for source speakers. There are many in-
teresting applications under this new VC scenario, especially
for the internet gaming and toy industries. A typical VC appli-
cation in this case is that we need to build a VC system which
can convert voices from any user (without any training or en-
rolment) to make them sound like one particular target speaker
is saying the same content. In such an application, extensive
training data can be collected for the target speaker but there is
no prior information regarding source speakers and therefore
no way to train the VC transformation using source speaker

data. Each utterance from the source speaker must be con-
verted independently towards the fixed target speaker. This type
of voice conversion is quite challenging and many popular VC
techniques may not be applicable as they rely on joint training
of probability density using training data from both source and
target speakers.

To address the particular requirements for this typical VC
scenario, we may argue that the techniques of HMM-based
speech synthesis (HMM-SS) may be used for this purpose, due
to its general and strong modelling capacity, independent of
speech contents [8, 12], which is indeed demanded by this typ-
ical VC scenario. To validate this argument, in this paper, we
study the feasibility of the application of HMM-SS to the VC
task without prior knowledge. To the author’s best knowledge,
there has not been any similar work reported in the literature on
this issue.

More specifically, in our approach, a GMM-based speech
model is trained for each target speaker based on his/her train-
ing data. During voice conversion, for each utterance from a
source speaker, we select the best-matched Gaussian compo-
nent for each frame. The selected Gaussian components are
then concatenated to generate speech waveforms using well-
known model-based speech synthesis techniques [8, 12]. By ex-
periments, we firstly found that this approach is quite effective
to address the VC application without prior knowledge. Sec-
ondly we also found that frame mismatch between source and
target speakers is very critical to affect the VC performance for
the proposed approach. For this reason, a technique to reduce
mismatch between source and target speakers and therefore im-
prove Gaussian selection accuracy may be helpful to further en-
hance system performance. To this end, we propose to use the
technique of maximum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) for
online model adaptation to adapt the pre-trained target GMM
model based on each utterance from source speaker. Although
MLLR adaptation is well-known to be effective to address the
task of speaker independent speech recognition, it is still un-
clear if this technique is also effective to the HMM-based VC
algorithm. Based on our both objective and subjective evalu-
ations, we confirmed that the MLLR adaptation technique is
quite effective to enhance the voice quality for the proposed
HMM-based approach.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In section
2, we describe the overall voice conversion system using the
HMM-based speech synthesis technique. In section 3, we in-
troduce the techniques for online model adaptation based on
MLLR. In section 4, we present objective and subjective eval-
uations of the proposed VC system. Finally, we present our
conclusions in section 5.
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Figure 1: The overall voice conversion system using model-
based speech synthesis techniques.

2. Voice conversion system using
HMM-based speech synthesis

2.1. System overview

The proposed voice conversion system is composed of six major
modules, shown in Fig. 1: feature extractor, model estimator,
GMM selector, concatenator, smoother and MLSA filter. As
described earlier, training data from a target speaker is used to
build a GMM model. All source speaker utterances are then
processed frame by frame. For each frame, we select the best
matched Gaussian component from the GMM model. Then, we
concatenate the selected Gaussian parameters and generate the
speech waveform using standard model-based speech synthesis
techniques [8, 12].

2.2. Feature Extractor

In the first module, feature vectors are extracted to capture the
characteristics of speech signals. In our system, mel-scaled cep-
stral coefficients (mel-ceps) along with dynamic delta and ac-
celeration features, are extracted for every speech frame. Pitch
information (F0) as well as its delta and delta-delta are also
computed for voiced speech segments and included as part of
the feature vectors.

2.3. GMM Estimator

Speech samples are collected for each target speaker and fea-
tures are extracted as described in section 2.2. The extracted
feature vectors are used to build a GMM model to represent the
target speaker. The GMM model is trained based on maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) criterion with a special two-stream
topology: 1)extracted mel-cep feature vectors and 2) F0 pitch
information. During the GMM estimation process, the first
stream is built using the standard EM algorithm, where only the
mel-cep part of the feature vector is used for clustering speech
frames and estimating Gaussian components and their weights.
After the first stream is built, the second stream is calculated
as the average F0 pitch vector for each Gaussian component in
GMM. Because only voiced speech segments have valid pitch
information and unvoiced segments always have zero pitch,
voiced and unvoiced segments are first separated according to
the pitch information (F0) extracted in the first module. Given
extracted feature vectors from all voiced speech segments, de-
noted as (xt, ct,�ct,�2ct) for all t, where xt denotes mel-
cep feature and its dynamics, ct normalized F0, �ct delta F0

and�2ct delta-delta F0, for each Gaussian mixture component
in GMM, to say k (k = 1, · · · ,K), a 3-element average pitch
vector is computed as follows:

ck =

P
t ct · Pr(k|xt)P

t Pr(k|xt)
(1)

�ck =

P
t �ct · Pr(k|xt)P

t Pr(k|xt)
(2)

�2ck =

P
t �2ct · Pr(k|xt)P

t Pr(k|xt)
. (3)

where Pr(k|xt) denotes the posterior probability of a voiced
speech frame belonging to k-th Gaussian component, which is
calculated according to its mel-cep feature xt.

Note that the above GMM model (including the pitch
stream) is estimated for each target speaker beforehand.

2.4. GMM Selector

During voice conversion processing, for any input speech frame
from any source speaker, the target GMM model is used to se-
lect the best matched Gaussian component based on its mel-cep
feature yt:

l∗t = argmax
k

wk · N (yt | μk,Σk). (4)

where the Gaussian distribution N (yt | μk,Σk) is with the
mean μk and covariance matrixΣk.

2.5. Concatenator

For each source speaker utterance, all selected Gaussian mean
vectors μl∗t

, covariance matrices Σ−1
l∗t

and their corresponding

average pitch vectors {cl∗t ,�cl∗t ,�2cl∗t } are concatenated in
the same order as the original source utterance to construct a
new sequence of feature vectors as: Y = {mt | ∀t}, with
mt = (μl∗t

,Σ−1
l∗t

, cl∗t ,�cl∗t ,�2cl∗t ).

2.6. Smoother

Next, the concatenated feature sequence is smoothed according
to its delta and delta-delta information in the same way as in
HMM-based speech synthesis [8, 12]. A new sequence of static
mel-cep features {ct} and static pitch features {ft} is generated
accordingly. This smoothing method was proved more effec-
tive than the simple shift of the average pitch F0 of the source
speaker towards the target speaker in HMM-based speech syn-
thesis [8], so that we decided to use this technique in our VC
method.

In feature extractor, dynamic features, including deltas and
accelerations, are computed using fixed weighting coefficients,
w(j)(τ), j ∈ 1, 2, as follows:

�ct =

+L
(1)
+X

−L
(1)
−

w(1)(τ)ct+τ (5)

�2ct =

+L
(2)
+X

−L
(2)
−

w(2)(τ)ct+τ . (6)

Based on the above concatenated feature sequence, new
static mel-cep features C = [c1, c2, · · · , cT ]� can be esti-
mated by solving a system of linear equations as follows [8, 12]:

C = (WTU−1W)−1W�U−1S�, (7)
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where

S = [μ�l∗1 ,μ
�
l∗2
, · · · ,μ�l∗

T
]� (8)

U−1 = diag[Σ−1
l∗1

,Σ−1
l∗2

, · · · ,Σ−1
l∗
T
] (9)

W = [w1,w2, · · · ,wT ]
� (10)

wt = [w
(0)
t ,w

(1)
t ,w

(2)
t ] (11)

w
(n)
t = [0M×M , · · · ,0M×M , w(n)(−L(n)

− IM×M ,

· · · , w(n)IM×M , · · · , w(n)(L
(n)
+ )IM×M ,

0M×M , · · · ,0M×M ]�, n = 0, 1, 2.

(12)

where M is the number of the dimensions of static mel-cep fea-
tures without dynamic features and l∗t denotes the index of the
best-matched Gaussian component of yt, selected as in Eq. (4).

For the second stream of pitch vectors, we repeat the same
procedure to calculate a new smoothed pitch F0 sequence, i.e.,
{ft}.

2.7. MLSA filter

Finally, the smoothed static mel-cep features {ct} and pitch fea-
tures {ft} are converted into waveform signals using a mel log
spectrum approximation (MLSA) filter, which has been widely
used in HMM-based speech synthesis [12].

3. Online Model Adaptation
In the above framework of voice conversion using the HMM-
based speech synthesis technique, the Gaussian selection will
significantly impact the voice quality of the transformed speech
signals. When the input source speech is well-matched to the
target-speaker trained GMM, Gaussian selection accuracy will
generally produce acceptable converted voice quality. However,
too many errors in Gaussian selection will result in very poor
converted voice quality, e.g., pitch discontinuity, hoarse vowel
sounds and other audible distortions. In the proposed VC sys-
tem, we use an online model adaptation method based on maxi-
mum likelihood linear regression (MLLR) to improve Gaussian
selection and reduce mismatches between the target and source
speakers. MLLR-based model adaptation has been widely used
for speech recognition, HMM-based speech synthesis and etc.,
however, it is still unclear if the MLLR is also applicable to
our particular scenario. It is also one of the purposes of this
article to explore this point. More specifically, in our VC appli-
cation, given a source speaker utterance, we estimate a single
linear transformation to adapt the pre-trained GMM G into a
new GMM G′, which is expected to better match a particular
source speaker. The adapted GMM G′ is used for Gaussian se-
lection in the GMM selector, and the corresponding Gaussian
components in the original GMM G are used for smoothing and
voice generation. This is quite feasible, as we maintain a clear
one-to-one index mapping between Gaussian components of G
and those of G′ during model adaptation.

The goal of the MLLR model adaptation is to seek a lin-
ear transform W based on one utterance X from the source
speaker, thereby projecting each Gaussian mixture in GMM G
into a new position under an MLE framework. In this work,
we adapt only mean vectors of GMM, i.e., mean vector of i-th
Gaussian Gi, μi, is mapped into μ

′
i using a linear regression as:

μ′i = W(0)μi +b = Wξi where ξk = [μk; 1] is an extended
mean vector for Gaussian mixture Gi.

The linear regression W is estimated online from a given
utterance X = {x1, · · · ,xT } based on maximum likelihood

criterion as follows:

W = argmax
W

Pr(X | G′)

= argmax
W

TX

t=1

wl∗t (xt −Wξl∗t
)TΣ−1

l∗t
(xt −Wξl∗t

).

(13)

where l∗t denotes the most likely Gaussian component for frame
xt, which is calculated as in Eq. (4).

As shown in [5], transform W can be derived by solving
Eq. (13).

4. Evaluations
Performance of the proposed VC system is evaluated in terms
of the quality of the converted voice as well as the similarity
between the target and converted speech.Sentences from IEEE
database [2] produced by one male and one female talker were
used for evaluation. The sampling rate for all input speech
waveforms was 16 kHz. The male speaker was the target
speaker and the female speaker was the source speaker. Note
that the spectral characteristics of the source female speaker
were clearly different from those of the male target speaker,
making the transformation more difficult than VC within the
same gender.

As in [8, 12], for each speech frame, we use the HTS analy-
sis tool to extract 75-d mel-ceps, consisting of 25-d static, delta
and acceleration features. A GMM with 1024 Gaussian com-
ponents was estimated for the male target speaker from 680 ut-
terances. Each utterance from the female source speaker was
transformed towards the target male speaker.

4.1. Objective measure based on average frame log-
probability

We first examine the effectiveness of the online model adapta-
tion. Note that the online model adaptation is based on MLE.
Thus, given a test data X , the probability log p(X|G′) based on
the adapted GMM G′ will always be larger than the probability
log p(X|G) based on the original model G prior to adaptation.
We use this measure to objectively evaluate the online model
adaptation. Ten sentences are randomly selected to calculate
average frame log-probability (AFLP) for each utterance. As
shown in in Fig. 2, the AFLPs with online adaptation are sig-
nificantly larger than those without adaptation. This indicates
that the online adaptation significantly reduces the mismatch
between source and target speaker and that the adapted GMM
G′ better models the source speaker.

4.2. Subjective evaluation

Next, VC quality is subjectively evaluated in terms of natural-
ness and in terms of similarity between the converted and target
speech.

4.2.1. Voice quality

Similar to previous studies [10, 7], a preference test regarding
speech quality is conducted. Forty utterances are randomly se-
lected from the source female speaker to transform towards the
male target speaker. Six normal-hearing (NH) listeners partic-
ipate in the experiment. During testing, a pair of transformed
utterances with or without online model adaptation is presented
in random order. Listeners are asked to specify which sample
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Figure 2: Comparison of average frame log-probability of ten
utterances randomly selected from the source speaker before
and after model adaptation.

sounds more natural. The preference scores are listed in Table
1.

Table 1: Preference score of the ABX test.
no adaptation with adaptation

ABX 35% 65%

Results indicate that listeners prefer the transformation with
online adaptation more than without adaptation. The results
suggest that the online model adaptation can reduce speaker
mismatch and significantly enhance VC voice quality.

4.2.2. Naturalness and Similarity

VC quality is also evaluated in terms of naturalness and simi-
larity to the un-processed target speech, which is quite similar
to the standard ABX test widely applied in the VC evaluation.
A numerical scale from 1 to 5 is used, similar to evaluations of
speech synthesis systems. Based on the previous results in sec-
tion 4.2.1, only the quality of the converted voices with online
model adaptation is evaluated. Five NH listeners with previous
experience in voice quality evaluation for speech synthesis and
voice conversion systems have participated in the experiment.
Forty utterances from the female source speaker are randomly
selected for conversion. For each converted utterance, listen-
ers are asked to give a score between 1 and 5 1 to indicate the
naturalness of the conversion. Similarly, subjects are asked to
give a score between 1 and 5 regarding the similarity between
the converted speech and the male target speech. Mean scores
(across all forty utterances) are shown in Table 2. The average
score (across subjects) for naturalness and similarity is 2.59 and
2.88, respectively, within the range of typical scores for HMM-
based speech synthesis systems (2.0 ∼ 3.0). This suggests that
the proposed VC system can generate acceptable voice quality
without using training data from a source speaker.

15: excellent, 4: very good, 3: good, 2: normal, 1: poor.

Table 2: Subjective evaluation of naturalness and similarity.
Listener id 1 2 3 4 5 Ave
naturalness 3.09 2.86 2.59 2.45 1.95 2.59
similarity 3.16 3.06 2.76 3.50 1.88 2.88

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new approach for voice con-
version when training data from source speaker is unavailable.
The proposed VC system employs state-of-the-art HMM-based
speech synthesis techniques. Moreover, MLLR-based online
model adaptation is used to improve model selection accuracy
to further enhance voice quality. The objective evaluation and
subjective evaluations demonstrate that the proposed VC tech-
niques can generate acceptable voice quality without using any
training data from source speakers.
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